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Thank you for buying Innosolve product. We sincerely hope that this product will provide useful
assistance in the design of digital filters, and in better understanding their operation. Innosolve Ltd.
is committed to quality, constantly improving its products based on customer feedback.
In the field of digital signal processing, more than 20 years of solid professional background is a
guarantee of quality.

1./ General introduction of Filter Scope software module
Filter Scope software is intended for testing digital filters and filter banks designed by FIR IIR
Filter Design and Filter Bank Design software on real signals.
With the help of this software you can study the operation, efficiency of filters and filter banks on
real signals, can create test records, save results into files, etc. As filter banks realized by wavelet
and wavelet packet transform, it is necessary to study results in time and frequency domain. This
program supports both of them. A built-in FFT helps in studying spectral result.
The operation of time domain windows are similar to multichannel oscilloscopes. Users can move
traces horizontally and vertically, zoom on both axis, measure amplitude and time components. The
software provides several opportunities for filter documentation: saving filter into file, printing
graphs and coefficients, copying any graphs.
This software helps in the better understanding of the operation and practical usage of wavelet and
wavelet packet transform.

Environmental conditions

Operation system

MS Windows 7, 8, 10 32 / 64 bit

Display resolution [pixel]

Minimum 1024 x 768

RAM memory

Minimum 1 GByte

Processor

>=2 cores
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2./ Time Domain - Filter Scope panel
This panel provides opportunity to display the original and
the filtered record, to measure amplitude, time and delay
time. If both record and filter files are loaded the program
runs filter algorithm automatically.
The operation of this panel is similar to a two-channel
oscilloscope's. The original record is displayed on channel
one, the filtered record on channel two.

Appearance of Filter Scope panel after loading record and filter file.

Explanation of marks
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1

Channel Assign

The Filter Scope panel operates as a two-channel oscilloscope. User can switch original record or
GND to CH1, filtered record or GND to CH2. GND means here level zero. Switching to GND has
importance when we want to study the null level of the signal.

2

CH2 Delay

This function is very useful mainly at IIR filters. Sometime it is very hard to estimate the delay time
at IIR filters, because this parameter is frequency dependent. This program gives an opportunity to
measure this time with the shifting of filtered signal.
At FIR filters the delay time is a constant value, equals to the half of the number of coefficients.
Therefore the correction of this delay time is built-in into the FIR realization. This way the filtered
signal is always synchronized with the original signal.
We notice that in case of even taps number there will be a 0.5 * Ts time shift, where Ts = sample
time.

3

Zoom

The program supports both horizontal and vertical zoom. Both zooms effect CH1 and CH2
simultaneously. Zoom factors used in the program are 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0,
10.0.

4

Vertical position

Vertical position of CH1 and CH2 can be changed independently of each other.

5

Roolers

The program provides opportunity to measure both amplitude and time. For this follow these steps:
• left mouse down (start position)
• mouse move to the desired location
• mouse up (end position)
When the mouse is up the program displays the difference between start and end position both in
amplitude and time.
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6

Horizontal position

Horizontal position of CH1 and CH2 can be changed independently of each other.

7

Record Signal

Original record is displayed on CH1 colored by blue.

8

Filtered Signal

Filtered record is displayed on CH2 colored by red.
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Right Click menu

Copy Picture
➢ Copy content of the picture to ClipBoard.
Copy Samples of CH1 Interval as Text
➢ Appoint interval with left mouse down-move-up method,
➢ Right click to bring up this menu,
➢ Copy samples of the CH1 intervallum as text to ClipBoard.
Copy All Samples of CH1 as Text
➢ Copy all CH1 samples as text to ClipBoard.
Override Samples of CH1 Interval with Straight Line
➢ Appoint interval with left mouse down-move-up method,
➢ Right click to bring up this menu,
➢ Override puts line between the start and end points of the interval.
Undo Override
➢ Restore original signal.
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3./ Time and Freq Domain - Wavelet Scope panel
Program provides opportunity to display the loaded record
and one of the output Bands of wavelet or wavelet packet
transform.
If both record and wavelet vector files are loaded, the
program runs wavelet and wavelet packet algorithms
automatically.
Measuring amplitude and time is also supported.

The operation of this panel is similar to a two-channel oscilloscope's. The original record is
displayed on channel one, one of the output Bands of wavelet or wavelet packet transform on the
second one.
Appearance of the panel after loading record and wavelet vector.
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Explanation of marks

1

Channel Assign

Wavelet Scope panel operates as a two-channel oscilloscope. User can switch the original record or
GND to CH1, one of the output Bands of wavelet or wavelet packet transform or GND to the
second one. GND means here level zero. Switching to GND has importance when we want to study
the null level of the signal.

2

CH2 WT (WP) Band

The program determines the number of wavelet levels and bands to be computed based on wavelet
vector, then displays these values. We can choose by switching radio buttons which curves we want
to be displayed.
It is known that wavelet vector is generated for wavelet computation with a given number of levels
because of the Novel method. This method generates different filters for different levels, that is why
the wavelet vector loaded determines the number of wavelet levels (or number of bands at Wavelet
Packet).
In case of CH2 input is set to Combined, the SetBandsCombination button will be displayed.
Pushing it, a window will appearance on which we can set the wavelet, wavelet packet output band
combination.

3

Zoom

Program supports both horizontal and vertical zooms. Both zooms effect CH1 and CH2
simultaneously. Zoom factors used in the program are 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0,
10.0.

4

Vertical position

Vertical position of CH1 and CH2 can be changed independently of each other.

5

Rulers

The program provides opportunity to measure both amplitude and time. For this follow these steps:
left mouse down (start position)
• mouse move to the desired location
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•

mouse up (end position)

When the mouse is up the program displays the difference between start and end position both in
amplitude and time.

6

Horizontal position

Horizontal position of CH1 and CH2 can be changed independently of each other.

7

Wavelet

The software computes the number of wavelet levels and the number of wavelet packet bands from
the Wavelet Vector and displays them. We can select transformation type (WT, WP) with
radiobuttons.

8

Record Signal

Original record is displayed on CH1 colored by blue.

9

Filtered Signal

Signal of the chosen band is displayed on CH2 colored by red.
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Right Click menu

Copy Picture
➢ Copy content of the picture to ClipBoard.
Copy Samples of CH1 Interval as Text
➢ Appoint interval with left mouse down-move-up method,
➢ Right click to bring up this menu,
➢ Copy samples of the CH1 intervallum as text to ClipBoard.
Copy All Samples of CH1 as Text
➢ Copy all CH1 samples as text to ClipBoard.
Override Samples of CH1 Interval with Straight Line
➢ Appoint interval with left mouse down-move-up method,
➢ Right click to bring up this menu,
➢ Override puts line between the start and end points of the interval.
Undo Override
➢ Restore original signal.
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4./ Freq Domain – Spectra Scope panel
This panel supports spectral analysis by a built-in FFT algorithm. Several signals can be switched to
the input of the FFT transform such as the original signal, filtered signal, one output of the wavelet
or wavelet packet transform. This solution helps the user to compare the operation of filters,
Wavelet and Wavelet Packet.
To use all the functions in panel a record, a filter and a wavelet
vector file should be loaded.

Appearance of Spectra Scope panel after loading a record, a filter and wavelet vector file.
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Explanation of marks

1

FFT

Input Source
We can set the input source of the FFT transform. Input can be the original signal, filtered signal,
one output of the wavelet or wavelet packet transform.
Original Signal
The Orignal signal (Record) can be connected to the input of the FFT, so the operation of filter can
be studied spectrally.
Filtered Signal
The Filtered signal can be connected to the input of the FFT, so the operation of filter can be studied
spectrally.
Wavelet Panel
One of the output of wavelet transform can be connected to the input of the FFT, so the operation of
wavelet can be studied spectrally.
Wavelet Packet Panel
One of the output of wavelet packet transform can be connected to the input of the FFT, so the
operation of wavelet packet can be studied spectrally.
Window
The applied FFT window can be chosen here.
Length
We can determine the Length of the FFT in samples. The algorithms takes samples from the
beginning of the record. The length of the output equals to the length of the input. As the spectra is
symmetrical to Fs / 2 (half of the sample rate), the displayed number of samples is Length / 2.

2

Graphs

The displayed frequency response curves can be set here.

3

Rulers And Controls

The program displays frequency and the corresponding amplitude values according to the cursor
position.
This window gives possibility to fix FFT curve as reference by clicking on the SetFFTReference
button. This function is very helpful when comparing different curves to each other. Reference
curve can be cleared by clicking on the ClearFFTReference button.
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ZeroHzEn
In case the lowest frequency component is relatively too high, the higher frequency components
cannot be seen because of the automatic amplitude zoom. With this function the lowest frequency
components can be disabled in order to avoid the phenomena mentioned.

4

Graphs

FFT, Wavelet and Wavelet Packet spectra are displayed here with different colors.
Copy To ClipBooard
We can copy a graph to the clipboard by right-clicking on the graph, then click on the Copy pop up
menu. The contents of the clipboard can be copied to a document file.

5./ Loaded Files panel
We can see here the files loaded with their important features.
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6./ Create Test Record panel
Filter Scope supports creation of test records. The program allows setting record parameters such
as sample rate, amplitude resolution, axis units, etc. Samples can be appended to the Samples text
box in three ways: typing samples as numeric characters, using copy – paste method to insert
samples generated by another program, or using the AddSignal group to append predefined signals
(sinusoidal, white noise, loaded record).
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Explanation of marks

1

Record Parameters

Record parameters can be defined as follows:
Sample Rate
Sample rate. Mandatory field.
Sample Rate Unit
Unit of sample rate. Mandatory field.
Vertical Unity Scale
Amplitude resolution. Mandatory field.
Meaning explanation by example:
Vertical Unity Scale = 2200
Vertical Unit = mV
Amplitude
2200
1100
100

Displayed Value
2200 / 2200 = 1.0 mV
1100 / 2200 = 0.5 mV
100 / 2200 = 0.083 mV

Vertical unit
Unit of amplitude. Mandatory field.

2

Samples Box

Clear
Clear the contents of Samples box.
UpSampling
By clicking on the UpSampling button the program inserts zeros between samples. Every click on
this button doubles the sample rate.
DownSampling
By clicking on the DownSampling button the program discard every second samples. Every click
on this button halves the sample rate.
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3

Add Signal

This panel supports appending predefined signals to samples as follows:
Sinusoidal
Sinusoid signal can be added to Samples with desired amplitude and period.
White Noise
We can set the (peak – to valley) amplitude and length in samples. The program generates random
values using DotNet Random method in such a way, that the average of the generated numbers shall
be zero or very close to zero.
Loaded Record
We can append the samples of the loaded record to the Samples box. It is helpful when want to test
the effect of the up or down sampling. In this case after loading a record append it to the Samples
box in the following way: set Type to Loaded record in the Add Signal group, then click on the
Apply button. Click on UpSampling or DownSampling depending on what we want to test. After it
the record can be saved in the File / Save TestRecord menu.
Apply button
By clicking on this button the program appends the desired signal.

4

Modifiers

We can multiply samples by Multiplier and add constant to samples by setting Null Level.
Modification is executed by clicking on the Apply button.
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5

Samples

Samples box includes the samples of the test record. Samples can be appended to the Samples text
box in three ways: typing samples as numeric characters, using copy – paste method to insert
samples generated by another program, or using the AddSignal group to append predefined signals
(sinusoidal, white noise, loaded record). If one of the samples is not a number, the program gives a
warning.
Contents of Samples box can be saved into file in the File /
Save TestRecord menu.

7./ Menus
7.1/ File
Load Record
We can load a test record (*.rcd) here.
Load Filter
We can load a filter file (*.flt) to test the operation of filter.
Load WaveletVector
We can load a wavelet vector file (*.fwv) to test the
operation of Wavelet and Wavelet Packet.
Save functions create files in csv format.
Save Filtered Record
Saves the original and the filtered record in the same file in
csv format. Writes record and filter parameters into the file header.
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Save Wavelet Bands
Saves the original record and all the wavelet bands into the same file in csv format. Writes record
and wavelet parameters into the file header.
Save Wavelet Packet Bands
Saves the original record and all the wavelet packet bands into the same file in csv format. Writes
record and wavelet packet parameters into the file header.
Save Spectra
Saves the spectra of FFT, wavelet and wavelet packet into the same file in csv format. Writes
record, FFT, wavelet and wavelet packet parameters into the file header.
Save TestRecord
Saves the contents of Samples box in rcd format.

7.2/ User Manual
By clicking on the UserManual/English menu the program runs Acrobat Reader to display this
UserManual in pdf.

8./ Licence
The Filter Scope module operates with two licences. One of them is the Trial version, the other is
the Licenced version. In Trial version the module operates without time period limit, but with
limited functions:
Limitations:
• File / Load Filter function is enabled only for demo files
• File / Load WaveletVector function is enabled only for demo files
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9./ Meaning of abbreviations and parameters
LP
HP
BP
BS

Low Pass
High Pass
Band Pass
Band Stop

Fs
Ts
Fc

Sample rate
Sample time
Corner frequency. At FIR LP and HP filters the amplitude response is 0.5 at this
frequency. At BP and BP filters it means center frequency.

B

Bandwidth at BP and BS filters.

Taps
Order

Number of coefficients at FIR filters.
Order of filter at IIR filter.

Alfa
Ap
As

The value of Kaiser constant at Kaiser filters
Pass band ripple at IIR Chebyshev I filters in dB
Value of minimal attenuation at IIR Chebyshev II filters in dB

FreqUnit

Frequency unit
uHz =
microHertz
mHz =
milliHertz
Hz
=
Hertz
kHz =
kiloHertz
MHz =
megaHertz
GHz =
gigaHertz

FFT
MRA
AMD
PHD
ALD

Fast Fourier transform
Multiresolution analysis
Amplitude distortion
Phase distortion
Alias distortion
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